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What is a Math Teachers’ Circle? 
 
A professional development program aimed at middle-level (grades 5-9) math teachers.  
We meet one Saturday per month from 8:30-12:00 on the CU Denver campus in Downtown 
Denver, followed by informal discussions over a provided lunch.   We’re one of 
approximately 50 local chapters of the national Math Teachers’ Circle Program. 
 
Who attends?   
 
Middle-level (grades 5-9) math teachers from across the metro area and the state attend 
regularly.  However, some 4th grade and high school teachers also attend.  Most sessions 
don’t require much formal mathematical background, yet they push teachers at all levels to 
develop and gain confidence in their problem solving skills. 
 
What is the point?  Why should I attend? 
 
The primary goal is to provide teachers with mathematically rich problem solving 
experiences so that they can better implement the Standards of Mathematical Practice from 
the Common Core in their classrooms.  Many teachers are being asked to teach 
mathematics in ways that differ significantly from how they learned it.  We provide an 
opportunity to experience mathematical problem solving as learners.  We also have 
ongoing discussions related to implementing problem solving and the Standards of 
Mathematical Practice in the classroom. 
 
What is a typical session like? 
 
We spend about 2.5 hours on mathematical problem solving, generally facilitated by a 
mathematician from CU Denver or an external visiting mathematician.  We then dedicate 
the last 30-60 minutes to a variety of topics related directly to classroom implementation 
of the Standards of Mathematical Practice from the Common Core. 
 
What type of credit is available? 
 
We offer a choice between graduate credit or Continuing Education Units (CEUs).  CEUs are 
available on a session-by-session basis with no ongoing commitment.  Graduate credit is for 
those who have attended a previous summer workshop or attended regularly throughout 
past academic years, and requires a commitment to attend 3 sessions per semester. 
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Does it cost anything? 
 
No, show up anytime and attend for free.  Graduate credit and CEUs have tuition charges 
associated with them, with scholarships available for regular attendees, making the cost for 
credit minimal. 
 
Are there summer workshops?  Can you lead a workshop in our location? 
 
Yes, there has been at least one summer workshop each year since Summer 2009.  We 
anticipate this continuing indefinitely.  Stay tuned for further information. 
 
We have also run sessions and summer workshop up in Aspen/Glenwood Springs/Roaring 
Fork area, as part of the Roaring Fork Valley Chapter of the Rocky Mountain Math Teachers’ 
Circle. 
 
What are the academic year dates (all on Saturdays from 8:30-12)? 
 
Sept. 7, Oct. 5, Nov. 2, Dec. 7, Jan. 11, Feb. 1, Mar. 1, Apr. 5, and May 3 
 
Do you do any work directly with individual districts?  Can you come to a 
professional development day or partner directly with a district? 
 
Yes, Dr. Diana White, the Program Director is a mathematician and mathematics educator 
at CU Denver who specializes in teacher preparation and teacher professional 
development.  She is interested in working more directly with districts, especially with 
regard to providing content expertise and partnering to help districts implement the 
Common Core State Standard, both the Content and the Practice Standards. 
 
Do you do anything directly with K-12 students? 
 
We also have an outreach program at CU Denver, known as Math on My Mind, where a 
mathematician or mathematics graduate students will visit your classroom and engage 
teachers and their students in rich, age-appropriate, mathematical activities.  They can also 
talk about careers that use mathematics or applications of mathematics.  Contact Mike 
Ferrara, Michael.ferrara@ucdenver.edu, for more information. 
 
Who do I contact for more information or to register? 
 
Diana White, Program Director, Diana.white@ucdenver.edu, for general questions about 
the goals of the program, outcomes, related research, or tailoring something to meet your 
district’s or school’s needs. 
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